
Trailer Info PackCreating Simplicity for  

mobile caterers & Events





Quality that’s  
Built to last
As standard, all of our Big Kahuna trailer features include:

Twin Axle, galvanised fully braked chassis
Vosa certified
Removable and lockable tow hitch
High quality wood cladding
Fully treated and weatherproof
All trailer electrics included
Metal security door and metal hatch with gas struts  



Trailer Size Options
The first stage of selecting your Big Kahuna trailer is deciding which size you need. We advertise our sizes 
on the base measurements so this doesn’t take into account the roof, doors or hatch. We have 4 sizes that 
we have found to be the most popular and generally fit the requirements for most although as we are the 
manufacturer we can build completely bespoke sizes and styles.

3mx2.2m 4mx2.2m 5mx2.2m 6mx2.2m



Colour Options
Natural  
Wood

Brown wood  
treatment

Painted wood Options

Your 
RAL Code

your trailer can come in a huge range of 
colours or matched to your pantone/ral 
code. We can also wrap if required. 



Fitted Tables

Stainless SteelWooden

There are two types of counters you can select - wood which is cost effective and gives a more 
rustic look or Stainless steel giving complete wipeable, hygienic and longer lasting surfaces. 
Both types are sturdy and can hold most heavy duty catering equipment. These can also be made 
to measure and also incorporate our sink options.



Interior Cladding

Hygienic Whitewall Cladding

We are living in a time when health and safety should be one of the main concerns for every business. However, it 
can be a mountainous task trying to stay fully compliant with various regulations and requirements. This is why 
hygienic wall cladding and its many benefits is a perfect solution to keeping your kiosk food safe.



Windows & Doors

Metal Security Windows & Doors

As standard the Trailer comes with a MEtal door and metal hatch. for added extra security  
& also increasing the quality of the units. This is complete with Pantone/RAL colour match.  
Gas struts are provided with the upward lockable opening hatches making it easier for you  
& your staff.



Signage

Lightbox Signs Backlit Perspex

Whatever you need for signs and branding we can accommodate . Our inhouse and our trusted 
partnerships make sure we provide a complete solution and service. Design, materials & style.



Electricity

Distribution board Sockets

From a basic Distribution board to a complete hard wired electrical fit-out we can supply an electrical 
system for all equipment, extraction units lights and signage. If electrics are required we can 
accommodate all needs and requirements to power your equipment. Various ways of connection and plug 
and play options to suit your sites needs providing certificates to keep you compliant.



what we need from you
For us to create a basic quote we just need a few details which can  
be answered on our Trailer form. Scan the QR Code to get started.





Call  0333 772 0328
Email  Hello@bigkahuna.co.uk
Visit  bigkahuna.co.uk

For any enquiries, please  
don’t hesitate to contact us.

Previous clients


